
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of SEO analyst.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for SEO analyst

Work with Manager to devise a Content Strategy to grow Natural Search
Traffic
Manages SEO fundamentals including URL structure, site map, tagging, alt
text
Partner closely with the editorial organization to help ensure best practices
are followed
Partner with the testing and optimization group to test new approaches
Report on trends, tests, and outcomes
Work with the SEO team to develop, implement, and track strategies, tactics,
and campaigns to maintain and grow natural search traffic and engagement
content platform reach
Mine and analyze site analytics data, industry data, competitive data, SEO
specific data,and other sources to identify areas of improvement for natural
search and content platform visibility, traffic improvements, and increased
engagement
Exercise and develop search reporting and analytics skills to provide teams
with a meaningful window into ongoing channel performance
Complete keyword research, opportunity analysis, recommendations, and
specifications for implementation by content teams
Collaborate with editorial, social, and audience development teams to
capitalize on identified opportunities

Qualifications for SEO analyst

Example of SEO Analyst Job Description
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You have a strong understanding of current and emerging search engine and
leading algorithm technologies and factors influencing brand visibility
You are proficient with website analysis using a variety of tools including
Google Analyitcs, Adobe Omniture, internal reporting tools
You are fluent in social media communications and how to leverage popular
channels to support marketing campaign goals
You can effectively create digital content that reaches and engages audiences
across channels
You are passionate and committed to white hat techniques and quality of
content and experiences over short-term, “spam” strategies
You have a Bachelor’s degree or comparable certification in Marketing,
Communications, Analytics or digital marketing-related discipline


